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oh hey, new friend!
First, THANK YOU so much for your interest in working together! As a selfobsessed branding nerd, I cannot wait to help you craft a brand and business that
works with YOUR life. After all, that’s what this whole business thing is all about,
amiright?
In this Services Guide, you’ll find all the details on packages and design extras that
will help you create a brand (and business) you’re actually excited to show up for.
Here’s what I know about you, my friend - you are damn good at what you do and
it’s about time your brand tells the same story.
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SERVICES

Brand Audit + Intensive
You don’t have to keep runnin’ on that hamster wheel or invest a ton of time and energy into
creating a strong, consistent brand.
The brand audit and intensive will give you a clear picture of where you’re current brand is at
and together, we’ll create a roadmap that aligns with your big vision. Yup, that’s right – in just 90
minutes, you’ll have your next right steps to creating a consistent and cohesive brand.
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INVESTMENT:

$497

TIMELINE:

TWO WEEKS

DELIVERABLES:

•
•
•
•
•

IN-DEPTH BRANDING QUESTIONNAIRE
TAILORED BRAND AUDIT
30+ PAGE BRAND TOUCH-POINT PDF
90-MINUTE BRAND INTENSIVE
TWO-WEEKS OF EMAIL SUPPORT
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“

I knew I needed to work with a professional brand strategist
because I needed to get clarity on what my message was and how
to get it out there. I’ve realized that my skill set is bigger than I
allow it to be and I now have a more forward-thinking mindset
about the direction my brand can take!”
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JENNY DAVIS
JENNY THE HEALTH COACH
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SERVICES

Strategic Brand Design
Your brand visuals play an important role in sharing your brand’s message. They can either enhance
the brand experience or detract from it by being too distracting, confusing or inconsistent.
A clean, consistent and cohesive visual brand that’s created with a clear strategy in mind will help
you connect with your audience, share your message and build trust with your ideal clients.
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INVESTMENT:

$2297

TIMELINE:

SIX WEEKS

DELIVERABLES:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IN-DEPTH BRANDING QUESTIONNAIRE
THREE BRAND STRATEGY CALLS
BRAND STRATEGY + STYLE GUIDE
EMAIL SUPPORT
PRIMARY LOGO + LOGO VARIATIONS
FONT RECOMMENDATION
CUSTOM BRAND PATTERN
BRAND COLOR PALLETTE
YOUR CHOICE OF THREE BRANDED COLLATERAL ITEMS
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STRATEGIC BRAND DESIGN

The Process
STEP

01.

We hop on a consultation call to make sure this is a good fit for
us both! The Witt and Company branding process is a time and
energy investment, and the best results come when you feel
comfortable enough to be honest and open about where you
want to take your business. That can only happen if we actually
like each other - shocking, I know! This call is a no-pressure
way to make sure our personalities mesh well together so the
true vision can come to life.

STEP

04.

Now it’s the part you’ve been waiting for! We create three logo
concepts for you, in black and white, based on the mood board
and brand stratey. We’ll move forward with one concept, apply
any changes, add color and work together to create the final
brand identity. You’ll also select three brand collateral items
(see the A La Carte menu for options!) that will really tie your
brand together.

STEP

02.

Once we make it official, we kick off the project with two
90-minute brand strategy calls. This is our time to discuss all
the nitty-gritty details of your brand like who you serve, how
you want to show up up, why the work is important and what
exactly you’re offering. You’ll gain clarity on how to talk about
what you do as well as how to best share that message with
your community.

STEP

05.

Once we finalize the brand, you’ll receive the final artwork and
brand collateral items as well as a brand strategy and style
guide. We call that document the ‘Brand Bible’ because it has
everything from who you serve, why you exist, what words and
phrases to use, and what logos to use for different applications.
It’s the perfect document to refer back to when creating content
and great for sharing with team members and contractors so
that you always have a consistent and cohesive brand!

STEP

Next up is pulling together a visual strategy. Using your
Pinterest inspiration board and the brand strategy workbook
as a guide, we’ll create a visual direction mood board and
brand strategy overview. This will showcase the overarching
communication plan for your brand.

STEP

Finally, we finish with a 60-minute brand call that can be
scheduled within 60 days of our project completion. This is a
great time to ask questions now that you’ve been utilizing the
brand for several weeks!
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“

“I loved working with you so much. Your communication style
matches me perfectly and your artwork and sense of style is great!
This process was not just about building my brand, but it helped
me personally work through some of my self-confidence issues. It
truly was a transformational process. Plus, I am so excited about
the Brand Strategy + Style Guide. It brought tears to my eyes seeing
my thoughts on paper (well…digitally) and have it look so beautiful.
I was amazed at how well it reflected how I want my brand to be
portrayed – I felt like we were on the same wavelength! Thank you
so much, from the bottom of my heart!”
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ALYSSA SHAIKH
PARASOL TRAVEL CO.
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SERVICES

Strategic Brand
+ Web Design
You know the importance of being intentional about the entire experience someone has with your
brand - from visiting your website to connecting with you on social media, which is why you’re
ready for the full monty.
This collaborative process begins with your brand and ends with a beautiful, strategic and wellfunctioning website.
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INVESTMENT:

$5597

TIMELINE:

TWELVE WEEKS

DELIVERABLES:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IN-DEPTH BRANDING QUESTIONNAIRE
IN-DEPTH WEBSITE QUESTIONNAIRE
FOUR BRAND + WEBSITE CALLS
BRAND STRATEGY + STYLE GUIDE
EMAIL SUPPORT
PRIMARY LOGO + LOGO VARIATIONS
FONT RECOMMENDATION
BRAND COLOR PALLETTE
CUSTOM BRAND PATTERN
YOUR CHOICE OF THREE BRANDED COLLATERAL ITEMS
SIX-PAGE CUSTOM WORDPRESS WEBSITE
BASIC WEBSITE SEO
SCREENSHARE TUTORIAL FOR WEBSITE CHANGES
CONNECTION OF GOOGLE ANALYTICS CODE + FACEBOOK PIXEL CODE
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STRATEGIC BRAND + WEBSITE DESIGN

The Process
STEP

01.

We hop on a consultation call to make sure this is a good fit for
us both! The Witt and Company branding process is a time and
energy investment, and the best results come when you feel
comfortable enough to be honest and open about where you
want to take your business. That can only happen if we actually
like each other - shocking, I know! This call is a no-pressure
way to make sure our personalities mesh well together so the
true vision can come to life.

STEP

02.

Once we make it official, we kick off the project with two
90-minute brand strategy calls. This is our time to discuss all
the nitty-gritty details of your brand like who you serve, how
you want to show up up, why the work is important and what
exactly you’re offering. You’ll gain clarity on how to talk about
what you do as well as how to best share that message with
your community.

STEP

Next up is pulling together a visual strategy. Using your
Pinterest inspiration board and the brand strategy workbook
as a guide, we’ll create a visual direction mood board and
brand strategy overview. This will showcase the overarching
communication plan for your brand.
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STEP

04.

Now it’s the part you’ve been waiting for! We create three logo
concepts for you, in black and white, based on the mood board
and brand stratey. We’ll move forward with one concept, apply
any changes, add color and work together to create the final
brand identity. You’ll also select three brand collateral items
(see the A La Carte menu for options!) that will really tie your
brand together.

STEP

05.

Once we finalize the brand, you’ll receive the final artwork and
brand collateral items as well as a brand strategy and style
guide. We call that document the ‘Brand Bible’ because it has
everything from who you serve, why you exist, what words and
phrases to use, and what logos to use for different applications.
It’s the perfect document to refer back to when creating content
and great for sharing with team members and contractors so
that you always have a consistent and cohesive brand!

STEP

Now that the brand is wrapped up, it’s time for the website!
We’ll kick off this portion of the project with a 60-minute
website strategy call where we’ll discuss your vision, what you
like, what you don’t and how to create the most functionality
based on your business needs.
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STRATEGIC BRAND + WEBSITE DESIGN

The Process
STEP

07.

First up is the home page design. We start here so we can
ensure we’re on the same page with overall aesthetic, layout
and functionality. Because we’ve worked together on the brand
strtegy and design, it will be a seamless transition in order to
bring the brand to life through the website.

STEP

After the home page feedback process, we’ll move on to building
out the rest of the website. Throughout the entire website
design process, every page is created with your business goals,
your brand personality and your business workflow in mind.
Our goal is to create a website that not only looks beautiful and
reflects your desired brand experience but also does makes it
easy for potential clients to navigate and book with you!

08.
STEP

09.
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Once we receive your first draft feedback, we’ll implement the
changes AND make sure the entire website is optimized for
mobile. Ensuring your site is user-friendly on both desktop and
on a mobile device or tablet is an absolute priority!

STEP

10.

Before we launch, you’ll schedule a 60-minute screenshare
tutorial where we’ll walk through how to make changes and
updates to your site. We build on Wordpress with Divi, a userfriendly drag-and-drop theme that our clients love! And don’t
worry, we’ll record the screenshare so you can always refer
back to it if you have questions!

STEP

11.

We’ll implement the second draft changes and then, it’s launch
time, my friend! We’ll do one last check-in and then officially
hand the keys over to you. You’ll have seven days post-project
to ask questions or reach out if anything is needed. But of
course, we’re always here if you need us!

STEP

Finally, we finish with a 60-minute brand call that can be
scheduled within 60 days of our project completion. This is a
great time to ask questions now that you’ve been utilizing the
brand and website for several weeks!
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“

Just finished branding and website work with Kelly and it was a
lovely experience. The process was fun and I felt very supported
the entire way through (which I really needed). AND the finished
product is beautiful and brings the soul and legitimacy to my
business that I was seeking. Highly recommend!”
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JENI ELLICK
ARTISAN ROW
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DESIGN ADD-ONS

POSTCARD DESIGN

a la carte options
SOCIAL MEDIA TEMPLATES

LETTERHEAD DESIGN

TRIFOLD BROCHURE
$175
RACK CARD

Full page letterhead
design

$125

PDF TEMPLATE

Six page PDF template

$325

CUSTOM ICONS

Set of six custom icons

$225

BUSINESS CARD DESIGN

POWERPOINT TEMPLATE

PODCAST GRAPHICS

S ERVIC ES

Set of four custom social
media templates
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PINTEREST GRAPHICS

Front and back, printready business card
design

$250

Set of six custom
designed slides

$350

Set of four podcast
graphic templates

$175

WEBSITE IMAGE SOURCING

WEBSITE GRAPHICS

Front and back, printready postcard design

$275

Set of four Pinterest
graphic templates

$175

Front and back, printready tri-fold brochure

$375

Front and back, printready rack card

$275

Source images for up to
six website pages

$375

Three custom website
graphics

$175

Need somethin’ else? Let’s hop on the phone and chat!
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FAQs
WHEN CAN WE GET STARTED?

DO YOU WRITE MY WEBSITE COPY?

Great question and I’m so happy you’re excited about this new adventure! I book my
projects on a bi-weekly basis, anywhere between one to three months in advance
and it’s first come, first served.

Unfortunately, no. Website copy, images and graphics are due three to five days
prior to our kickoff call. If you do need help with writing, I am happy to refer you to a
trusted copywriter!

WHAT IF I JUST NEED A WEBSITE?

CAN YOU JUST DESIGN A LOGO FOR ME?

After three years in business, I’ve come to understand that the best results happen
when we do both the brand and website design process together. Because branding
plays such a large role in the overall strategy and aesthetic of your site, we only
design websites for clients who have gone through the full branding process here
at Witt and Company.

Your brand is so much more than just a logo. A strong brand provides an intentional
and strategic experience for your community and just doing a logo does not
communicate your brand properly. If you’re in the early stages of business and want
just a logo to get started, there are some great templates available - there is no
shame in that game! And, when you’re ready to create a meaningful brand, Witt
and Company will be here!

WHAT PLATFORM ARE YOUR WEBSITES BUILT ON?
We build on Wordpress with the Divi theme. It’s a very user-friendly, drag-and-drop
editor that gives our clients the ability to easily make changes after we wrap up our
work together. Even better, every website project includes a 60-minute recorded
screenshare tutorial so that you can ask specific questions on updates and changes
you’ll want to make in the future!
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DO YOU OFFER PAYMENT PLANS?
Absolutely! This is an investment in your business and I understand not everyone
has the ability to pay a large sum up front. So, in order to best serve our clients, the
strategic brand design and website design packages are available in three, four and
six month payment plans!
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about witt and company
Hi, I’m Kelly – owner and brand builder at Witt and Company, a Minnesota-based
brand strategy and design studio.
Being part of a client’s brand journey is an absolute joy and I adore helping other
small business owners step into their expertise by crafting a brand they’re excited
and proud to share.
When I’m not collaborating with clients, you can find me working on a home
renovation project alongside my hubby and documenting the progress on our
blog, North Country Nest. I am also a dog momma to two trouble-seeking black
labs and my go-to Friday night plans include getting lost in a good book with a tall
glass of wine.
I am so excited to learn about you and your project – cheers to new beginnings!
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NEXT STEPS

Let’s get this brand party started.
READY TO BUILD A BRAND YOU’RE EXCITED TO SHARE?
FOLLOW ALONG WITH THESE THREE STEPS TO GET STARTED!

step 01.

step 02.

step 03.

Click the button below to fill out the intake
application. This allows me to get a better
understanding of what you’re looking for
+ how Witt and Company can best help.

Once you hit ‘submit’ on the application,
you’ll receive an automated email
allowing you to schedule a no-obligations,
30-minute discovery call.

We’ll hop on a Zoom call and discuss your
business + project needs. Please come
with any and all questions – I can’t wait to
get to know you and your business!

FILL OUT THE APPLICATION
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